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The Lumberjack is a member of the California College Media Association. The Lumberjack is printed
on recycled paper and published Wednesdays during the school year. Questions regarding editorial
content of the Lumberjack should be directed toward its Editor. Opinions expressed by guest
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purposes and is not constructed as an expressed or implied endorsement or verification of such
commercial ventures by the Lumberjack, Associated Students, or HSU. The views and content of
the Lumberjack are those of the author and not necessarily HSU. One copy of the Lumberjack is
provided free of charge to all community members.
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Low Tide For
Samoa Pulp

Welcome Back HSU Students!
Jason T. Stuan, D.D.S.
Russell L. Davis, D.D.S.
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Mill
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Stock photo courtesy of The Somoa Pulp Mill

The tide in Humboldt Bay ebbs
and flows. Last Monday, when the
tide went out, the Samoa pulp mill
was open for business. By the time
the tide returned, the pulp mill
closed for good.
More than 200 of the highest
paying jobs in the county are
permanently gone. News of the
closure heightened concerns over
the economic stability of the port
and the surrounding community.
The pulp mill began operations
in 1964. Since then, six different
groups have owned the mill — an
indication of how difficult it is
to conduct a profitable pulp mill
enterprise here on the North Coast.
In a pulp mill, workers

ene

manicure wood chips — a waste

product of the timber industry —
through a long process into pulp,
which has the consistency of hot
oatmeal. Workers spread the pulp
onto 100-foot screens which then

travels on a conveyor belt where it
is vacuumed, pressed, chemically
treated, and dried into paper.
Then they collect the paper into
550-pound, ready-to-ship bales.
Evergreen Pulp Inc., a
subsidiary of a Chinese paper
manufacturing firm, closed the
mill in October 2008, but workers
and community members clung to
the hope that it would reopen. The
mill has been out of commission
since. The announcement last
Tuesday that the pulp mill will
close permanently meant workers
let go of all hope, forever.
It was during Evergreen’s
ownership that some community
members began to loathe the pulp
mill. Evergreen Pulp racked up
over 200 violations. Carol Binder
spearheaded the “People Against
the Samoa Pulp Mill” blog, a
coalition of residents from West
Eureka.

Richard Marks, the 4th
District Harbor Commissioner,
worked at the pulp mill since
1980. Marks understands Binder’s
point of view. As an employee,
Evergreen’s environmental
stewardship disappointed him.
“Our community was basically
environmentally raped by
Evergreen pulp.”
On his blog, Marks says,
“In January of 2009, Evergreen
owed $463,000 in fines for
non-compliance of Biochemical
Oxygen Demand (BOD) levels

for 2005 to 2007. [In] 2008,
Evergreen went over permitted
limits 252 times.”
Problems with environmental
stewardship go back before
Evergreen. During previous owner
Stockton Pacific’s ownership,
agents raided the mill because of
BOD violations. The Water Board
filed a suit for $700,000.

er

See PULP

MILL, page 4
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Family Entertainment Center and Laser Tag
8,000 sq. ft of laser tag! Video games!
Classic Arcade games! Snack bar!

PULP MILL continued from Page 3

When the pulp mill was in
operation, the plume from the
stack invariably blew to western
Eureka. Back in the 1960s, ‘70s,

HOST YOUR SPECTAL OCCASION AT
OUR GANE CENTER
Private Events - Birthday Parties - School Field Trips
* Corporate Functions - Team-Building Exercises
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and ‘80s when sulfur dioxide was
prevalent in the plume, the whole
area smelled of rotten eggs.
After four years of ownership,
Evergreen shut down the plant and
“skipped” town, says Marks. A
legal battle still looms between
the workers and Evergreen. Marks
says that Evergreen violated the
Worker Adjustment and Retraining
Notification (WARN) Act and left

hundreds of thousands of dollars in
employee medical bills unpaid.
Freshwater Tissue Co.
bought the mill for $2.8 million
in February 2009 with plans to
reopen the mill and rehire the
previous workforce — mainly those
affiliated with the Association of
Western Pulp and Paper Workers
(AWPPW)

union. Union workers

had new found hope that they
would return to work, and 80

percent of them committed to
returning.
Freshwater’s president, Bob
Simpson, initially sought $400
million to convert the pulp mill
into an eco-friendly tissue plant.
With no offers, Simpson
scaled down the business plan.
Freshwater’s revised plan was
to make eco-friendly pulp and
sought $30 million in financing.
Freshwater got a 10-year contract

for all its production. Still, no one
was willing to loan the funds.
“I am disappointed in our
failure to restart the pulp mill,”
says Simpson in a press release.
“We exhausted all possible
means of funding the project.
Unfortunately, [Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation] regulations
made it impossible for banks to
finance startup projects like ours.”
Economic uncertainty

surrounds the Humboldt Bay area
now that the pulp mill is closed.
David Hull, chief executive
officer of the Humboldt Bay
Harbor, looks at the harbor as the
economic engine to the area. “The
pulp mill closing was a big hit for
the whole region,” says Hull.
Hull estimates the pulp mill
brought 24 ships — 700-feet long
and 40,000 to 50,000 tons in
weight — every year into the bay.
Humboldt Bay Harbor collects
between $12,000 and $17,000 per

pulp mill ship.
Other entities not affiliated
with Humboldt Bay Harbor
make money on ships too. Tug
operators receive money to pilot
ships into the bay and to the dock.
Longshoremen receive money
to tie the ships to the docks and
to load and unload cargo. Dock
Owners receive money to let the
ships anchor.
“It could be between $50,000
and $60,000 per ship to the local
economy,” says Hull. “It really is
significant money.”
With that much money to gain
in ship traffic, the Humboldt Bay
Harbor -- a governmental entity
--worked with pulp mill owner
Bob Simpson and lobbyists in
Washington D.C. to revitalize the
dormant mill.
The Samoa pulp mill
contributed 15 percent of the
district’s water revenue. Steve
Fleisher, former CEO of the mill
under Stockon Pacific Enterprises,
says, “When they closed and
stopped buying water, their
portion of the bill basically had
to be picked up by the remaining
customers. The customers are the
cities and services districts who
ultimately pass on the costs to their
customers. So, our water bills have
all gone up.”
John Palmquist, district
business manager for the
Humboldt Bay Municipal Water
District, says with the pulp mill
now shut down, our water rights
are in jeopardy in California’s useit-or-lose-it water policy.
Humboldt County Economic
Development Coordinator

Jaqueline Debets says the
economic mentality of Humboldt
Bay needs to shift. “It’s not so

much a port. It’s a bay, and it’s
transitioning because we’re
changing how we import and
export.”
Debets feels the lack of
transportation arteries in the
Humboldt region makes Humboldt
Bay unappealing for ships to
import. “Once you do get to the
land, you’re still not close to the
market.”
Debets predicts Humboldt Bay
will do more aquaculture

— the

farming of fish, crustaceans, and
mollusks.
Kurt Hippen was one of 200
employees laid off when Evergreen

Pulp shut down two years ago.
Hippen put in almost 30 years at
the mill, mostly as a carpenter.
Now, he has no health insurance.

Hippen drove to a health fair last
weekend where he could get his
blood tested for free.
Hippen enrolled in several
classes since being laid off in an
effort to gain new job skills and
find employment. He is in a water
operations course at College of the
Redwoods with 20 of his former
pulp mill coworkers. Many more
wait in line to take the course.
Humboldt County’s Health and
Human Services Employment
Training Division offers the classes
free to former pulp mill workers.
Since the mill shut down,
Hippen became certified as an
energy auditor. He also earned
solar power, historical building
restoration, and electrical wiring
credentials. Still, Hippen ca not
find permanent employment. “It
angered me,” says Hippen after
receiving an email from the vice
president of his union telling him
the pulp mill is permanently shut
down. “What angers me the most
is the fact that 215 people aren’t
going to have good jobs.”

Carl

The history of the Samoa Pulp
Mill is a microcosm of the decline
of California’s manufacturing
industry. Gino DiCaro, spokesman
for California Manufacturers and
Technology Association, says that
in the past decade, California lost
34 percent of its state industrial
base. Businesses move offshore
where wage rates, energy
costs, taxes, and governmental
regulations are more suitable for
profit. “California is a very costly
place to do business,” says DiCaro.
The pulp mill starts to look like
an old Chevy that’s seen better
days. Simpson wishes to recoup
his investment by selling parts
from the plant. Freshwater has an
offer for its power and recovery
boiler. Hippen expects Freshwater
to sell the turbine, pumps, and
tools. Freshwater’s plans for the
156-acre site are unknown.
Marks reminisces about
the way things used to be in
Samoa. His adult sons moved to
Sacramento and San Francisco for
work. “I wish there was something
here for them.”
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The Iraq War Experienced By A
Humboldt State University Veteran
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One Marine s Story

Photo courtsey of Keith Tanenbaum
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Ashley Ward

The seven-ton squad truck
carried more than 20 United States
Marines. Keith Tanenbaum, 26,

tours in Iraq. He was involved in

the push into Baghdad during his
first tour. That consisted of taking

cities by military force along a
convoy from Kuwait to Baghdad,
then holding the city of Baghdad.
During his second tour he helped
to secure the Iraq/Syrian border in
the Al Anbar province.

was among them. The driver
pushed his right foot down on the
pedal and drove on as instructed
until the radio disconnected.
Engine -- stalled.
One by one, the Marines
exited and set up a
4h
.
perimeter around
I got swept up into propa
the useless vehicle
and observed the
thing, liberate reedoy from
unknown Iraqi faces
dictator.
and homes that
- Keith Tanenbaum ~surrounded them.
While they waited
“I got swept up into
for backup, Tanenbaum started to
propaganda; thought I was going to
panic and wondered if this time
do the right thing, liberate freedom
was going to be the last time.
from an evil dictator,” said
Iraqi men and women came
Tanenbaum who wore a crocheted
out of their houses with items
beanie over his wavy hair. He said
in their hands and approached
he made about $2,000 a month to
the frightened marine. Bu-bump

thought I was

bu-bump bu-bump. His heart
pounded. The Iraqis drew near. He
was shocked when he looked up to
find fresh fruit and hot tea in the
hands of the Iraqis.
Tanenbaum is now a secondyear social work student at HSU.
Tanenbaum’s Marine title was
Squad Automatic Weapon (SAW)
Gunner in the Ist division. He
joined the military in 2002 as an
infantryman and completed two

oing

TT

2003. When Bush announced the
war he said, “America’s freedom
will be defended and freedom will

1995
et

AN ee ele eats

be brought to others.”
Seven years later, President
Obama described the war in
his Oval Office Speech on Iraq
on Aug. 31, “A war to disarm
a state became a fight against
an insurgency.
Terrorism and
randa;
sectarian warfare
threatened to

Wines * Spirits ® Boor

® Sada * Prcmium ahs

to do the right

patrol, raid, and observe towns and

deserts in Iraq.
“{Our] first official mission
was to take an oil field,”
Tanenbaum said. “That made us
ask a few questions.” He explained
that the official statement given
was, “After we destroy the country,
they’ll need money, and we don’t
want Iraq to burn oil”.
Former President Bush
declared war on Iraq on March 19,

an evil

tear Iraq apart.

Thousands of
Americans gave
their lives; tens of
thousands have been wounded.”
Tanenbaum worried every day
that he could become one of the
You
thousands Obama described.“
never know what’s going to
happen next or what to expect,”
Tanenbaum said. “You don’t know
what you’re looking for because
no one’s in uniform.” Disguise
is a common insurgent tactic. An
innocent Iraqi civilian can turn into
the enemy within a blink of an eye.
Not only did Marines have
to protect themselves from Iraq’s
military but from Iraq’s weather
too. Summer days heated up to
120 degrees as wind blasted sand
on troops’ sweaty bodies. “It was
hot as fuck and nowhere to hide,”

See One Marine’s Story, page
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There’s still time to invite your family to Humboldt State’s
annual reunion for alumni, students and families.
This year will be bigger and better than ever! Take in art exhibits and performances,

attend a special lecture, go on behind-the-scenes tours, join the fun at the pre-game
BBQ and Tailgate, and then cheer on the football team as they take on Dixie State.

There’s too much to list! Students free w/ID for most events (check website for details).

To register, visit humboldt.edu/homecoming or call (707) 826-3132.
And don't miss the weekend package deals featuring special gifts and discounts.
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The Wildlife Museum,
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Over 1,000 dead bird and mammal skins sit in steel cabinets in a room at Humboldt State University.
Tables next to those cabinets have skulls, mounts, and skeletons from avians on them. To the left of the

room, there are shelves and fridges. On one shelf there is a dead fawn in a jar. In the fridge, there are
frozen corpses that have not been cleaned.
,
Next door is a workshop with a hand-washing station and large ungulate heads hanging on the wall.
The skins of cleaned corpses dry on one of the large tables in the middle of the room.
“Cut the skin open down the belly, and peel the skin away like taking off a sock. The feathers are
attached to the skin. Take out everything inside except the bones in the feet, wings, and the skull. Replace
the parts you took out with stuffing [usually stick-in cotton] and sew it back up. Let it dry,” said Tamar
Danufsky, the curator of the Wildlife Museum. She is making a dead bird into a specimen.
All this happens in the Wildlife Museum, which is on the second floor of Wildlife and Fisheries
building, room 228.
The Wildlife Museum was established in the 1940s or 1950s. People donate specimens as gifts to
Humboldt State.
The museum houses over 14,000 bird and mammal specimens from around the world. In the
collection, there are 7,900 different kinds of avian skins, mounts, and skeletal material and over 3,500
egg sets and nests. There are over 2,700 mammal skins and skeletal materials. “I think it’s a library,”

said Danufsky. “In the regular library, the information are books, maps, and CDs. So in my library the
information is skins, skulls and eggs.”
It is more like a collection room than regular display museum. Of the 15,000-specimen collection,
only 1,000 of them are on display in the building, hanging on the wall or in glass cases. The other 14,000
of them are locked in steel cabinets. Doctor Matt Johnson, the wildlife department chair, said it’s not for
public access, said.
Johnson said this museum is different from the Natural History Museum in Arcata. People can come
and have a look if they are doing research or a project and need to use specimens from the collection
room. However, the primary mission of the museum is for the wildlife department faculty to use to teach
in class and students to do projects.

Betsy Elkinton, wildlife major graduate student, said, “I took a waterfowl class. Our professor brings
us a duck and says, ‘What kind of duck is this? Where does this live, and how do you know?’”
“The same happens in ornithology,” said Elkinton. “They'll get skins of some of these birds, and you’d
have to identify them.”
The most conspicuous specimens are the white grizzly bear, which stands on the first floor of the
Wildlife and Fisheries building and the wolf in front of the door of the second floor of the building.
Humboldt State graduate Henry Drees donated both specimens. After Drees passed away in 1989, his
family donated his collection to HSU.
Donations from people are one way to get specimens. Danufsky usually gets dead animals from what
people find. “People bring me stuff all the time that they find dead, like a raccoon that got hit by a car or
‘my cat killed a bird’ or ‘this bird flew into a window,” Danufsky said.
Danufsky loves nature and animals, but it is hard to get a close look at wild animals. After she got her
bachelor’s degree in zoology from California State University, Long Beach, she studied at Humboldt State
for her master’s degree in wildlife.
Danufsky became
the manager of the Wildlife Museum 10 years ago when she graduated from
Humboldt. “When animals die, we can look at them closely and study them in different ways than when
they are alive. We can preserve them indefinitely to be available to researchers for many years to come,”
Danufsky said. “So, museum collections let us look back into the environment of the past, which helps us
understand the environment today. Ultimately, this helns us protect animals and their habitats.”

-
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One Marine’s Story continued from Some

Hospice Shop

Open Arts Arcata! Oct. 8, 6pm-9pm
Featured artist Gail McDowell
Wine, Music

Gourd Art by local artists
and gourds for sale for your projects!

Art Supply Sale 20% Off
Paints, Paper, Beads, Stamps, Glitter, Tools,
Art Books, Frames and lots more!

Friday, Oct. 8 through Saturday, Oct. 16

THE f@ HOSPICE

Shop/
6th & H Streets, Arcata
826-2545

Open Mon-Fri 10am-5:30pm,

of human life, that’s when I have
trouble relating,” he explained.
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder

Tanenbaum said. “Heat casualties
were common,” he said. It was
difficult for the overheated men to
get water due to water purification
trucks trailing the back of the line.
Tanenbaum explained the
command they were given when
members of the media visited,
“They would tell us that the media
were coming, that we need to
be on good behavior, not to say
things, or to just keep our mouths
shut. Nobody had to say they were
gonna kick your ass if you didn’t
listen. You just knew how things
worked.”
Before Tanenbaum left for
war in Iraq, he had lots of friends.
Eight years later, he has war
buddies -- infantrymen. “They’re
still babies,” he said, referring to
the friends he had prior to SAW
Gunner. The shock of watching
people blown to pieces by
Improvised Explosive Devices
(IEDs) is one of the experiences
that makes it difficult for him
to relate to people. “If you have
never felt death all around you,
if you have never fought to live,

Art
Extravaganza!

Sat. |0am-5pm

Donations accepted Mon-Sat
Furniture pick-up available

Page 5

(PTSD) is an anxiety disorder that

develops after a person experiences
a traumatizing event. “It affects
the way you sleep, eat, be around
people,” Tanenbaum said.
According to an article on
about.com “Iraq War Facts, Results
& Statistics at August 23, 2010”
by Deborah White, “30 percent
of US troops develop serious
mental health problems within
three to four months of returning
home.” By filing with veterans’
services claiming PTSD, chronic
headaches from being within steps
of explosions and traumatic brain
injury, Tanenbaum did not have to
go back.
“Only really silly guys stay in
[the war], guys that were easily
manipulated by command saying
they couldn’t do anything but war,
shooting,” Tanenbaum said. Out of
40 people in his platoon, only two

resources,” he said.

White said $900 billion of
U.S. taxpayers’ funds have been
spent and or approved for spending
through September. She also
said there have been 4,420 U.S.
troop casualties, 8 percent male.
Fifty-four percent of US casualties
were under 25 years old. Her
analysis of Iraqi civilian casualties
is estimated between 50,000
to 100,000. “Some informed
estimates place Iraqi civilian
casualties at over 600,000,” she
said.
Tanenbaum currently interns
at the North Coast Veterans
Resource Center in Eureka. He
helps veterans access grants
and programs to help with
training, schooling, housing, and
employment.

“| don’t think anything good
is going to come from [the war],”
said. “It’s like *1984.”
We always have to keep a war
going.”
Tanenbaum

listened to command and stayed in.

“War’s done a lot to people, and
it’s not being acknowledged and
how much ofa fight it is to get any

if you don’t know the real value

~ Ashley Ward m ay be contacted
at shelaaktG humboldt.edu

Earn a half credit while attending these seminars!
(To recieve credit, the student

must attend both

Friday and Saturday Sessions)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16, 2010
8:00 AM - 4:00 PM

TEN THINGS EVERY PARENT NEEDS TO
KNOW ABOUT LEARNING DISABILITIES

For Students and Professionals

HUMBOLDT BAY AQUATIC CENTER ,

HUMBOLDT BAY AQUATIC CENTER,
921 WATERFRONT DRIVE , EUREKA ,CA95501

921 WATERFRONT DRIVE , EUREKA ,CA95501

Presentations

By:

Richard Goldwasser, MD
Deborah Waber, PhD
Ronald Braunstein, MD

Panel

Question

and

Answer

Discussion

With:

Dr. Braunstein, Dr. Goldwasser, Dr. Waber

Moderated by Norman Bell, MD and Lesley Manson, PsyD
REGISTRATION FEE FOR STUDENTS IS $50, CREDIT FEE IS $23 [CREDIT FEE DUE AT CONFERENCE)
For more information or registration, go to http://www.opendoorhealthcom/conference or contact Jana Gilbert at jgilbert@opendoorhealthcom or 826.8633 x 5143

SPONSORED BY: OPEN DOOR COMMUNITY

HEALTH CENTERS

EAE

For Parents, Students and Professionals

SES

ADVANCE IN THE INTERGRATED
MANAGEMENT OF PEDIATRIC
BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS AND LEARNING
DISABILITIES
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A Day-Long Discussion Moderated by Norman
Lesley Manson, PsyD

Moderated by Ted Humphry, MD
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Star All-Stars

lce Creame>

Ashley Ward

°

Handcrafted,
Ice Cream Pador

®

Come and stay awhile with

Before records were produced, the band mates
jammed and partied at Black Star, a bar in New York

Locally Owned and Operated by Proud
HSU Grads from Classes 1997 & 2000.

energized
and fast,
and CEO
machine

the crowd with his knee-high
lyrical singing. Eric Smith, coof Easy Star record label, said,
gun on stage.”

At the end of the show, the crowd stomped its feet
and screamed, “Encore! Encore!” One by one, the
band members jumped back on stage. Singing with
the crowd, they performed “Karma Police” from
their 2006 album “Radiodread.” The album is a dub
version of Radiohead’s album “OK Computer.”
Lighters were lifted to the sky when Rock asked for
fire from the crowd. After the encore, the band did
introductions, showcasing individual talents the bass,
guitar, keyboard, trombone, saxophone, and vocals.
The Easy Star All-Stars then left the crowd walking
on a cloud.

audience.”

Creating Easy Star All-Star albums begins with
Goldwasser rearranging classic albums, like “Dark
Side of the Moon,” and remixing it with a reggae-dub
beat. The remixing alone takes about six months.
From there, the band goes into the studio and records
the remixed songs. “Cooking it,” Smith calls it.
After the band finishes one more show

in

California, they will head to the United Kingdom,
Ireland, back to America, and then to the Caribbean
to perform on the Jam Cruise. Last year they
performed over 125 shows, taking their reggae beats
to 25 different countries. They strive to “spread
reggae around the

Ashley Ward ma v be contacted
at thejack

humboldt.edu
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dancing
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“He’s a

Arcata Plaza

791 8th Street

HSU Student ID gets
10% off
Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the Plaza...

761 8th St.

On the Arcata Plaza

a

(Meny More) is a machine gun

i

The Easy Star All-Stars began the set with songs
that features reggae DJs and musicians. “It was ways
from the 2009 album,
to fill in spaces until turning
44
°
°
“Easy Star’s Lonely
out records,” Ive-09 said.
Hearts Dub Band,” a
“Dub Side of the
JJ
reggae reproduction
on stage.
Moon,” the first and
of the Beatles album
most popular dub-reggae
~ Phil Schatz “Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely
tribute record, was created
Hearts Club Band.” Technical difficulties forced them
by Oppenheimer in 1999. The idea came to him
to stop during the second song. “We’re making sure
while walking down a street, inhaling heavy hits of
it sounds good for you,” Rock shouted to the crowd
marijuana and listening to Pink Floyd’s album “Dark
when More jumped off stage and ran to the sound
Side of the Moon.”
guys.
Four years later, the band gave birth to “Dub
The band then went back and forth, playing songs
Side of the Moon.” Seven years after that, the band
from various albums, and got the crowd screaming
intensified the thick bass and created “Dubber Side of
with “Breathe,” a track from the new album “Dubber
the Moon.”
Side of the Moon.” Phil Schats, an HSU student
“What’s going on there [on “Dubber Side of The
who attended the concert, said, “Easy Star All-Stars
Moon” is the remixes are going to bring something
made HumBrews explode with reggae covers of Pink
to our new audience and something fresh to our old.
Floyd.”

°

PLAZA

Call for to-go orders
or reservations

822-6105

enuandant
Closed
Mondays

ot

worldwide. In 2009, they were nominated for a
UK Festival Award for a three-day performance at
Glastonbury, a festival of contemporary performing
arts in southwest England.

@

Humboldt County’s
Only, Full Service,

:

vocals). The band has sold over 300,000 albums

c

\,

(keyboards, vocals), and Shelton Garner Jr. (guitar,

The record label is based in New York City.
Smith said the band was formed “through Michael
G [Goldwasser] and New York City”. All the band
members knew each other from previous bands and
played at house parties. “You truly have to love
reggae to be in the band,” Ive-09 said with a smile.

|

a

The Easy Star All-Stars features Ras I Ray (bass,

The creators of Easy Star record label, Lem
Oppenheimer, Remy Gerstein, Eric Smith, and
Michael Goldwasser, came up with the idea to do
dub and reggae versions of albums. Smith said they
wanted to bring reggae to a wider audience.

spressoe Desserts

Sandwiches

°
vocals), Meny More (DJ vocals), Ive-09 (drums),
Kirsty Rock (vocals), Jennifer Hill (saxophone,
flute), Buford O’Sullivan (trombone), Elenna Canlas

o—_e—_o-

?
@

The musical collective Easy Star All-Stars pulsed
the halls of Humboldt Brews and got the crowd
jumping Friday night.
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Ginger, garlic, and cashew bok choy. <> Yelena Kisler
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just off the Westside
of the Arcata plaza 865 8th St.
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Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
8AM to Midnight

1 pound bok choy
4-5 cloves of garlic
2 tablespoons minced ginger
1/2 teaspoon sesame oil
1 tablespoon of your favorite teriyaki sauce
1 tablespoon water

Trailer Park Mondays

Two For Tuesday

Hamburgers, Hot Dogs,
Hush Puppies, Corn Dogs,
Hot Wings, Deep Fried Dill
Pickles, Bud in the Can, Jello
Shots, Oly Specials

8am to 2pm
Buy any breakfast or lunch entree
and get one half price.

opm to Spm
Buy any lunch or dinner entree

and get one half price.

Irish Pub Wednesdays

Ono Luau Thursdays

Corned Beef & Hash, Lamb Chops,
Halibut n’ Chips, Cheese Fries,
irish Flag Shots, Guiness, 50
cents of Irish Whiskeys

Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi
Poke, Coconut Shrimp, Macadamia
Nut Halibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu,
Chicken Katsu, Blue Hawaiian,
Mai Tais

0 00 0 OOo Upcoming
and over only
Saturday
October 9

Alive Records artists
Radio Moscow
(pyschedelic blues from Eureka)
3

Wah-Wah Exit Wound
(heavy prog from Seattle)

It is best

3 tablespoons cashews
1 tablespoon olive oil

www.thealibi.com

21

This is a great side dish to accompany a meat or a grain.
served with other Asian-inspired foods.

Ingredients:

On the Plaza 744 Sth Street
822-3731 Phone Orders Welcome

NT ee

Ginger, Garlic, and Cashew Bok Choy
ae

SINTON
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}Saturday )

October 16
aronae AU er-l ite

Bug Girl

(Canadian grindcore) +

(female-fronted
rock

'n' roll)

TLL

Ghetto Blaster

(progressive punk from San

4

Blame it on the Girl
(female-fronted

October 23
Wake

nev

Diego -- members of Rats
Eyes and Hostile
Combover)

Step One: Preparation
Peel and mince the ginger and garlic. Wash the bok choy, and

chop of the white ends to the point where the green leaves sprout out.
There should be a small amount of white at the base of each leaf.

Step Two: Cook
In a medium-size skillet (that has a lid), heat the olive oil and

add the ginger, garlic, and cashews. Cook for a few minutes or until
the ginger and garlic become aromatic. Add the bok choy and stir,
coating the bok choy with the ginger, garlic, and cashew mix. Stir for

30 seconds, then add the water and teriyaki sauce.

Cover and cook

for two minutes or until the stems of the bok choy are tender and the
leaves have just wilted. Do not overcook. Remove the lid and pour
on the sesame oil. Toss and serve hot. Enjoy!

Wine: Serve this with a dry white wine such as Pinot Grigio or
Sauvignon Blanc.

~ Jackie L. Sugihara m
be contacted
at thejack@(@humboldt.edu
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A dancer practices Jarabe Tapatio, the national dance of Mexico, at the Ballet Folklorico club on Sunday.

Wh

<>

822-4650 _ TAKE OUT « CATERING * DELI TRAYS

Catherine Wong

Move to the Music:
Ballet Folklérico
de Humboldt

arcatapizza.com

1057

H Street,

;

Arcata
Weduesday 10/6
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McGee
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Saturday

10/97

Sin by Silence film screening
Doors at 7 pun. All Ages
Sunday 10/10

Serenity w/preshow shinding

Peter Sheppard

Doors at 5 pun. Movie at 6 p.m. $5 Rated PG-13

ML
MLA
Monday Night Football
Doors at 5 pun. All ages

After a Sunday afternoon workout at the Student Rec Center the unmistakable strains
of Jarabe Tapatio (or the Mexican Hat Dance) can be heard from the Kinesiology and
Athletics building. Follow the music to its source, and there, a flurry of twirled skirts and
the rhythmic pounding of feet in tune to the music.
Baile folklorico, or folkloric dance, is the collective term for styles of Central American
dances pioneered in the 1950s by renowned ballet choreographer Amalia Hernandez. The
aim of ballet folklorico is to incorporate the local traditions of various Hispanic countries
with the highly choreographed and exaggerated movements found in ballet.
Ballet Folklorico de Humboldt is a club offered for class credit as PE 193 can be taken
as many semesters as one wishes. At present, the club has six or seven members. Most
are female. While some seem to have more experience than others, everyone dances at
an equal level. The club meets for one to two hours each week at | p.m. Students run the
club, and Jeff O’Connor has overseen it since its inception in 1994,
O’Connor is a dance instructor who has been at Humboldt State University for 24
years. He teaches many styles of dance, including swing, tap, Latin, country-western, and

;

WTR

MALE

Gaslamp Killer and Daedelus

coming Saturday, Ocotber 16!
Ue aL LAs
Science Fiction Pint & Pizza Night
Doors at 6 p.t.-/Opan. All Ages

oP

a Ne

Theater Lounge
\

folklorico. O’Connor said that the aim of the student-run club is to “make people aware of
the folkloric tradition of Mexico.”
Anna Rivera, a senior wildlife major and club president, said that she has been a part of
Ballet Folklorico de Humboldt for the past two years. Rivera enjoys the club because it

can provide “a good break from all the hard work and studying during the week.” The club
performs
times.
Rallet
attend it
said that

for the community every semester. In a good semester, they perform three or four
Folklérico de Humboldt is so popular among its students that some continue to
after graduating. Extended-ed student Jennifer Garcia 1s one such example and
the club is “very enjoyable” and “a good way to work on dance steps.” Garcia

adds that the club is “a good way to spend a Sunday.”

Mixing

Boards

Interfaces
Microphones
Effects
Advice

Peter Sheppard may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

1027 | St. Arcata, (A 822-6264

Everything
you

need

Digital
Recording

M-F 10:30-6:20 Sun 12-4
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Flame
On

The Female Flame Off started in Austin,
Texas, and moves around the country
to support different charities. This year,
the Flame Off came to Arcata’s West

End Road,and

25 percent of the money

went to the Arcata Food Bank’s Food
for the People. The contestants are

from all over the U.S. and changed their
names because the communities they
represent do not always approve of the

items they make. Top Left: Sable from
Portland, Maine, competes against other
glass artists in a two-hour competition
to create a sculpture of her choice.

Top

Right: Zingiber adds a piece to

her creation on
Female Flame Off
Oct. 3. Bottom:
time to help raise

Saturday, Oct. 2.
lasted from Oct.
Sable contributes
money for “Food

The
| to
her
for

the People.”
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Umphrey’s McGee Play ATL Tonight
Allison Mayoral

No one speaks a word until over a minute into "Mantis," the title track from Umphrey's McGee’s latest
album. Midway through, the song stops, and the tempo slows. The textures vivid, as each instrument is clear
in the musical shuffle. A subdued voice has a tone of hopelessness. Then, every instrument builds, and you
can feel it coming, as if the hero is on his way back to the top. The tempo shifts as the guitars duke it out.
Your ears must listen to the layers and digest the complexity of the 11-minute song. It takes you right to the
brink without plunging over. A guitar solo ends the piece; the protagonist has won the battle.
Umphrey’s McGee can jam. But, don’t call them a jam band.
“It’s a negative moniker,” said

Md

percussionist Andy Farag about the
term that is sometimes slapped on the
Umphrey’s McGee name.

12

-
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anywhere,” said Farag.
- Eli Kagan The band’s meticulous sound of tight
rhythms and chemistry will fill the Arcata Theatre Lounge this Wednesday night. The show
is guaranteed to
be filled with jams that have an end in sight.
Where would Farag be if he were not adding textures of percussion to
the Umphrey’s sound? “Homeless,

probably,” Farag said with a laugh. The Chicago-based band is made up of
Brendan Bayliss (guitar, vocals),
Jake Cinninger (guitar, vocals), Joel Cummins (keyboards, vocals), Andy Farag
(percussion), Kris Myers
(drums, vocals), and Ryan Stasik (bass). They have played together for the past
decade.
Farag describes the sound as progressive rock with complex arrangements
with movement. “We do

new
stuff...make something you can grasp on,” said Farag of their precise, tight,
and planned sound. “We are
outside the jam band sound, so we don’t really fit into that genre,” said Farag.
Think more of the heavy
sounds of King Crimson or Rush than Phish.
Their songs come together in different ways. “Our guitarist can just
write songs at home, record an idea.
then play it back to us, and we work on it at sound check.” said Farag.
“Or, we listen back to improvs and take
bits and pieces
and make songs out of that.”

e

OCT.

13 - DEAD

KENNY

G’sS

Each show, improvisations are sandwiched between Umphrey’s McGee
originals and the occasional cover.
“A lot of new songs are in the infinite Stage. The fans want to hear
new stuff, and we don’t want to be playing
the same stuff.”
Each night is different for the band and the fans. Funk, metal. or
straight-ahead rock can dominate the set
list, said Farag. The set list is the journey the band takes each night.
The band catalogues its set lists on its
Web site, which features every single one since 1998. Not one
is the same. That is why HSU alumnus Akash
Patel has seen them more than 70 times. “I am completely

obsessed with them,” said

Patel. “They have a ton
of chemistry on stage, a tight crew, always start their show on
time, and take full advantage of every minute
they are allowed to perform.”
The band averages 100 shows each year. “It’s a never-ending
tour,” said Farag. Umphrey’s are always trying
to build a bigger fan base. “The smaller the crowd. the harder
we work,” said Farag. “We’re in a market. and
we need to grow, so we plan on bringing it for those shows.”
The show at Arcata Theater Lounge will mark the 72nd
time Patel will be in the presence of the boys from
Umphrey’s McGee. “My friend is making t-shirts that say
‘hUMboldt.’ Get it? A crew of Umphreaks will be
sporting those. Look out.”
Eli Kagan, an HSU sophomore history major, said he will
consider his life complete if the band plays his
favorite song, “Higgins.” Kagan has seen Umphrey’s
perform 12 times, and they have yet to play his favorite.
“I’m expecting for them to blow the roof off the Arcata
Arcata an aert

Umphrey’s McGee
eae
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EDITORIAL

Most of us feel pretty lucky to live in the United States.We have problems
with poverty and violence, corruption and greed -- more than some places
but less than others.
We can always threaten to move to Canada, but life is
not so bad here for the majority of us. The nice thing about living in the US
is that we can actually change what we do not like. We are voters.
The problem is if we do not sign up to vote, we do not get to vote.
The usual post-election day excuses -- “Il was busy,’“I had too much
homework,’ “I forgot what day it was” -- don’t work if you never registered
in the first place. If you are not registered, you are just a member of the
peanut gallery, surrounded by rulers, deciders, and changers.
To vote in Humbidt County, you have to register in Humboldt County. If

you have not lived in Humboldt long enough to be considered a citizen, you
can register to vote in your home county through an absentee ballot.
We college kids are often
content to let the older

Deadline: 15 days before a local or statewide Election

generation do our thinking
on Election Day, then we
wonder why the world is so
screwed up.We need to toss
aside our complacency and
take part. The first step is

Day (October

signing up.

18)

To Register to Vote: california.evoter.com has both
online and printable voter applications
Polling Places in Arcata: Arcata Veterans Memorial
Building (1425 J Street)
Absentee ballots can be accessed through
fer} mal EM Zo1eo1 oN an|
The last day to mail an absentee ballot is October 26

Be heard. Vote.

GUEST COLUMN

NO ONE [5 WATCHING THE WATCHERS

There is little collective memory at universities. Student
populations renew every five years amid the extraordinary
self-censorship of staff, faculty, and executives who risk their

centralization project.
There is no incentive for university executives to integrate
employment law into practice as long as students and state
taxpayers continue to provide a “black-ops” budget.To hear
the cool-rationale and psychology behind the “need” to
diminish others’ rights (such as: “everyone else was doing it,”
“| was following order,” or “It’s the victim’s fault’’), ask HSU's
returning vice president, Dr. Edward “Buzz” Webb. Under
Webb's authority, HSU began the process of subverting the
California Education Code, Section 89900(c) that guarantees
comparable due-process rights for hundreds of student
employees and full-time staff that have been hired at HSU since
1989.
U.C. Director Burt Nordstrom was authorized by Webb
to retain the consultants and their attorneys needed to
implement the erroneous policy that campus staff could be
terminated without reason at any time, which violates the
California Education Code, hence, grounds for litigation. On
May 17, 1989, all full-time U.C. employees were asked to
sign a statement that they “understand and agree with” the
new employment terms, although, the terms were not fully
published or released. Amazingly, only two employees refused
to sign an agreement they hadn’t read.
According to Buzz Webb, (Lumberjack, 8-25-10), he is
returning to his former role of “...attending more meetings,
walking around and popping in...,” but who is watching The

careers if they dare publish inconvenient truths about HSU
or its administration. In fact, a serious student of psychology,
sociology, journalism, anthropology, public administration, or
political science could earn their PhD by being the first to
research the paradox of tens of millions of educational dollars
being wasted annually by U.C. administrators to arbitrarily and
capriciously eliminate campus employees despite devastating
budget deficits. Humboldt County court records illustrate
examples of decade-long court battles and class-action lawsuits
totaling millions of dollars in attorney fees and massive
settlements, cases shrouded in secrecy and bought-off by HSU
“without admitting fault”, thus perpetuating a corrupt and
unaccountable system of abuse.
In a rare exception, it was reported that the termination of
HSU's popular 25-year track coach Dave Wells, resulted in
a $250,000 settlement, not including attorney fees and lost
productivity.
This is just one case among many from a small
rural campus.
Most readers would agree with the California Legislature
that public employees should actually receive the employment
rights the Legislature authored.
The California Education
Code evolved from generations of well documented cases
of favoritism, nepotism, fraud, and corruption that thrive
when public employees fear for their job and can easily
be manipulated and silenced. This was the conclusion of

therefore, the next time Buzz “‘pops-in,” demand to have HSU’s
response released so that students can learn more about how
their fees are secretly used to oppress them.
Using public funds to diminish public rights, and hide the
evidence, is DEPLORABLE, inefficient and costly; it requires
the secrecy and cooperation of victims and perpetrators
alike, which partly explains the difficulty in attracting and
retaining qualified and credentialed executives for top
positions. Holding a PhD in public administration does not
guarantee that they will be “team players” in subterfuge;

there are no courses in “Silencing Employees Through Fear
101” (Nor are there psychology courses in, “Effective Use of
Torture At Guantanamo Bay’’).According to Dr. H. Cleckly,
in his classic textbook, “The Mask of Sanity”, (University of
Georgia), individuals with repressed consciences are too often
hired for top-levels of authority. Famed writer Kurt Vonnegut
often credited this book with launching his career stating:
“sometimes decisiveness in leaders is merely a symptom of
the inability to care what happens next.” Manufacturing fear to
contro! human behavior has been around a long time.
Those who control information control the collective
memory at HSU.“*Owning” this level of control has enabled
the institutionalization of abuse because administrators never
owned the consequences. Where it still exists, the efficiency

and morality of private business is motivated by the personal,
legal, and financial responsibility for arbitrary and capricious
behavior.

Watchers? One attempt was made in April, 2005, when the
Humboldt County Human Rights Commission made a formal

investigators in the $15 million scandal involving HSU
executive John Sterns and the California Auditor's report

inquiry to HSU regarding Buzz’s continuing legacy of subverting

on administrative fraud in the $750 million CSU computer

can not release HSU’s response without Buzz’s permission;

Sincerely,
George Clark

employee's rights since 1989.The Human Rights Commission

Retired local business owner

Opinions expressed in Lumberjack editorials are determined by a majority of the Lumberjack editorial board. They do not necessarily express the opinions of the
university, the Associated Students or the Department of Journalism and Mass Communications.
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STATE OF REBELLION

That's What He Said!

6 10

Travis Turner
“PERHAPS the sentiments contained in the following [words], are not YET sufficiently
fashionable to procure them general favor; a long habit of not thinking a thing WRONG,
gives it a superficial appearance of being RIGHT, and raises at first a formidable outcry in
defence of custom. But, the tumult soon subsides.
.

— Thomas

Paine, Common

Sense

Time makes more converts than reason.
.

”

|774

Humboldt County operates as a rogue, autonomous region.
Our communities are supported in large part by what the federal
government deems an illegal enterprise.
We have little to no

and where the residents share one commonality -- distrust.
Here, we coexist not as Muslims, Christians, Pagans, Jews, Gay, Transsexuals, or Rastafarian but
as people first. Here, we strive to embrace the diversity that makes us unique in America. We

connection to the people who rule in Washington D.C. or the

try to lean first toward tolerance and use law as our last line of defense.
We rebel daily from what the federal government and from what our society has become. By

people who live in the metropolises to the south.

It is a common feeling that our limited resources in our county would be better spent in our
own communities rather than a two-front war in the Middle East. We no longer find common

ground with the talking heads that scream and shout 24 hours a day on the television, radio, and
Internet.

living here, we all accept this rebellion from the mainstream.
We all embrace this difference, we
revel in it,and we own it even if we don’t publicly recognize it.
People who wanted a say in who represented them here on this continent broke away from
English rule.

Outside of Humboldt County is a different world.A world that is unfamiliar, unfair, and

They wanted freedom to make decisions for themselves. Our federal government

no longer represents the people of Humboldt County. When

will Humboldt County act in turn?

uncaring. It is a world where apathy and greed outweigh community and solidarity. It is a world
where neighbors no longer know each other, where children can not safely walk the streets,

And, that’s what he said. What

do you say?
Travis Turner may

be contacted

at thejack@humboldt.edu
ca aera eee
escdeaupiabtamahanchaniasaiiacmmat

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

PRISONS OR SCHOOLS: W/HERE’S THE VALUE?

over past decades with those intended to
aid education. It’s about a 50 to | ratio. Why?
Politicians, their friends, and family invest in
or receive (legal?) contributions from those
very businesses and unions, which provide
goods and services to our courts, jails, and
prisons, where all dividends, profits, and huge
salaries come at taxpayers’ expense, digging
us deeper into debt, killing jobs, business, and
education budgets.
Here's their scam. While the number
of deranged predatory killers is quite
small, periodically one is released by a
protected, nameless state official, predictably

The opinions expressed in all columns, guest columns and letters to
the editor do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Lumberjack, its
staff and affiliates, as well as the University as a whole.

The Lumberjack

Submission Polic

end submissions tg:
Opinion €ditor Nicholas Preciado at
lumberjack.opinion@gmail.com

Include “Attn: Opinion” in the subject line for e-mail submissions.
Letters to the editor may not exceed 350 words.
Guest columns may not exceed 750 words.
All letters and columns may be edited for grammar and spelling.
We reserve the right to edit profanity and obscenity and may hold
content for any reason.

New contributors may be given preference over return contributors.
F lgase include your name, telephone number, city of residence, and affiliation
wit

relevant campus or community organizations.

HSU students should provide their major and class standing.
We also welcome cartoons, spoof articles, and other items.

All submissions must be received by 4:00 p.m.
the Friday preceding publication.
?

these nuts in secure mental facilities for
commitment.
And, secure mental facility beds

are but half the cost of prison beds.
In the next phase, we see politicians on
TV feigning outrage, blaming some “hole”

in our laws, and ghoulishly “grooming” the
victim's family to support an ineffective big-

government cure (longer sentences, more
prisons) in the name of Chelsie, Marcie,
Polly, Sharon, etc. But, there will always be a
next victim because individual responsibility
does not apply to the releasing officials who
have immunity. They can’t be prosecuted
as accessories to crime or sued by victim
families, and no one ever proposes a law to

remove that immunity or allow direct citizen
oversight.

So today, we have a billionaire candidate,
perhaps a decent human being but naive to
state politics, who claims to be pro-education
but has already promised to create billions
in further debt to build more prisons.
Her close advisers are former Governors
Deukmejian and Wilson who dramatically
enriched themselves, tripled the size of state

government, created massive prison-building
debt throughout the ‘80s and ‘90s, whose
shoddy contractors increased our number

of prisons from nine to 33, assuring the
expenditure of further billions for repairs.
Next, they actively “recruited” criminals,

giving us multi-millionaire prosecutors and
judges who continue to recycle the mentally
ill (20 percent of the prison population)
and addicts (some 30-50 percent) in and

out of prison. In my 30 years in prison, |

never met one state official who could cure
mental illness or addiction. Civilian selfdefenses were also eliminated and homeless
trespassers prosecuted. Billions more went
to trivial 3-Strikes and stupid parole violation
imprisonments. Next, no-cost vocation, rehab,

in both camps have signed off on AB900, a
$7.9 billion bond (without voter approval),
costing a $16 billion taxpayer pay-back, to
build incompetent rehab beds and a staterun hospital for thousands of absolutely
harmless, geriatric, ill, crippled, and dying
prisoners who are long overdue for release.
We currently waste billions on bad medical
care for these old duffers.
The well-reported
prison contracting and regulatory fraud
(doubling costs for food, clothing, education,
transportation, you name it) continues

unchecked. We're learning that the savings
politicians promised by contracting with
out-of-state, for-profit savings. And, we just
learned about the kick-backs paid to law

makers and the $700 million going out of

state to Corrections Corporation of America.
And, officials just found $400 million to build
a new execution chamber at San Quentin

right now but not a dime for education?
Although prisoner recidivism rates, at

almost 40 percent during his ‘70s era term,
have now worsened, doubling to almost

80 percent, candidate Brown is silent
on whether he will halt this multi-billion
dollar rape of taxpayers and students. Real
crime reduction is cheap in comparison.

But, profiting after the fact is killing our

economy. Please do your own research and

ask all candidates how, without massive
FBI investigations, they intend to control
these scheming, profiteering, public safety
racketeers.
Regretfully,
Kenneth E. Gage

St

30 years in prison for exceeding self-defense
in the death of a known predator, I've closely
followed not the words but the actions of
our law makers, left and right. Their claim
that our enormous, growing prison budget
is only || percent while education remains
at 35 percent is quite deceptive (selective
inclusions and omissions).
While most spending is hard-wired by law
or contract to cover government employee
retirement benefits, past prison building
and other debt, in truth, the greatest share
of wasteful spending is NOT education
but state, county, and local public safety:
prosecutors, judges, courts, lawyers, jails,

predators but many social problems.
Republicans and Democrats, like the
disgraced Gray Davis, bathed in the millions
handed out by the mob bosses running the
prison employee unions and victims’ rights
groups. Current crime business law makers

SSR

release, officials have every power to retain

Ras

number of laws proposed and passed to
create new crimes and lengthen sentences

Our prisons now house few dangerous

ieg dia es Sepak

(Google me if you like) who has spent some

and gang diversion programs were banned.

Pte

creating a new victim. Detailed reports and
psychiatric records are routinely made on
these and all serious felons, but instead of

ease:

prisons, their goods and services providers,
and contractors.
We all want safety. But,
check the legislative record. Compare the

Siete

Yes, I'm no great messenger, but | know why
officials claim support but offer apologies for
education cuts.An unremarkable suburbanite

— Sports
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JAG KS SLAY
MONTEREY BAY
Nick

Swain

Scott Mariani, senior midfielder for the men’s team, found
himself bogged down on the left
side of the field, 17 minutes into
the Sunday game. Monterey Bay
players closed in around him and
left Mariani with two options:

ESERWVICE

pass the ball back to a teammate
or try to get ahead with a long
ball.
Lucky for the Jacks, he chose
the latter.

Mariani
yards

booted

the

ball

1903 Heindon Road, Arcata

45

with an incredible are that

Monday-Friday 8:00am-5:30pm

centered it in the middle of the
field for senior midfielder Josh

Call us anytime!

Suggs to take possession. Suggs’
feet hit the turf 100 times faster
than the hearts of Otters’ players
as he charged towards the goal.
He broke ahead of the two

ANNGUAL
FACTORY

players chasing him, dodged a
tackle from another defender,
and pressed on. The Otters goalie
made a desperate dive for the
ball,

as

Suggs

weaved

707.822.1975

SECONDS

around

him.
Suggs
clear.

He

knew
slowed

he
his

was

in

pace

the
to

a

jog, guided the ball to the right
side of the goal to tap it in with

aMeteic eedEe

the inside of his foot.
The Jacks scored

a

Saturday
Sunday

7am
9am

- 6pm
- 3pm

Arcata Community Center

second

goal when sophomore defender
Zack Hammond headed a pass
down the field, eight minutes
into the second half. Freshman
forward Quintin Aguilar took the
ball down the field and chipped it
high into the back of the net.
The Jacks held a two-point
lead until the Otters scored, two
minutes before the end of the
match.
Head coach Christian
Johnson said, “I’m definitely
pleased. It’s unfortunate to give
up that goal late, and we know
the mistake on [the goal].”
The Jacks’ play on Sunday
contrasted with the game they
played at home against San Diego
Sept. 17, when the Jacks received
two red cards and eight yellow
cards. The Jacks played a clean

Oct.16
Oct.17

321 Community Parkway
(across from HealthSPORT)
From Hwy.

101 exit at Samoa

east toward Sunny

Blud., drive

Brae. At first traffic

circle follow Union Street, then take the

first left to 321 Community Parkway.
Midfielder Mike Schmidt completes a header during Sunday's game
against the CSUMB Otters.
The Jacks won the game. <> Elizabeth Sorrell
game and kept steady pressure
on the Otters. Senior midfieider
Josh Suggs said, “We didn’t have
any lapses in the game where we
didn’t play well for a couple minutes.”
*

Otters players scrambled to
pry the bail away from Jacks
players. Twenty-seven minutes
into play, Jacks defender Tim
Haden
beat Otters midfielder
Tyler Dapello to a ball that was

See SOCCER, page 20
*
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WOMEN’S SOCCER TALLIES TWO IN FIVE
The Jacks lead for entire game to defeat
Monterey Bay Otters
Nick
Megan Kendall started off the Sunday game against
Monterey Bay with a free kick two minutes into the match.
The ball flew toward sophomore midfielder Carly Kolpin,
who flicked it on toward the goal for junior midfielder Sarah
Nakamoto to head in.
The crowd roared, and the clouds parted, and the sun
shone down on the field as if to bless the Jacks. The crowd did
not have time to take their seats before sophomore defender
Terri Tigert took a shot that bounced back off the crossbar
to senior forward Kim Carroll for her to drive to the back of
the net.
Five minutes into the game, the women’s soccer team had
a two-goal lead on the Monterey Bay Otters. The Jacks had a
safe lead that they would have to fight to hold for the remaining 85 minutes of play.
Carroll said, “When we were in the huddle, I looked at
the team and was like, ‘We need to go out there and play
composed soccer, play our game. But, everyone needs to be
» a little bit crazy. We need to go out and show this team we’re
not gonna lose another game on our field.’”
The early goals crippled the Otters’ play. Fifteen minutes
in, the Jacks had another chance at a goal. Monterey Bay
goalie Graciela Holquin dove for the ball, only to have Otters
defender Emmi

Doniak trip over her. Otters defenders man-

Swain

aged to guard their goal, but desperation was clearly visible.
The lead kept the team comfortable during play. The comfort caused the Jacks to slacken control over the ball and allow Otters to gain advantage.
Things got scary when the Otters arrived at the Jacks’
goal.
At about 30 minutes into play, a direct free kick by Otters
midfielder Sherene Thompson sailed toward the goal. Jacks
goalkeeper Jennie Paugh caught the ball. But, it slipped from
her hands. Paugh reached for the ball as it fell. She slipped on
the grass and fell inside the goalie box. The ball fell in front
of her and dangerously close to the goal.
Luckily, other Jacks players were there to help Paugh.
Carroll was quick to scoop the ball away from the box. Otters
players sent the ball back in to the penalty area, an 18-yard
box around the goal, for Jacks players to scramble to get back
out again.
The Otters managed to head in a ball with two minutes
left in the first half, the only reply to the Jacks’ two goals.
The lone goal for Monterey spurred on Otters players to
make drastic plays, which fueled the Jacks to play rougher.
Jacks midfielder Kaitlyn Nord competed with Otters forward Natalie Argueta for a ball that was headed out of bounds.
Nord seized Argueta by the jersey and even made a handle

Not thought of as a full contact sport, forward Kim Carroll got aggressive during the game. <> Elizabeth Sorrell

out of Argueta’s ponytail. Argueta squealed and slapped Nord
on the arm after the play ended. Nord whirled around and demanded an apology. The two shared brief tension where onlookers wondered if the 5-foot-7-inch Jacks midfielder would
strike back against the pint-sized Argueta.
The referee broke the tension, issuing both players a
yellow card. The yellow cards were generous, as any other
instance of a player striking another player is an instant red
card.
Nakamoto said, “We still haven’t played a complete game
of good soccer. We just had to wind down the clock, but we
weren’t really doing it the right way.”
The win raises the Jacks’ record to 2-6-0 in California
Collegiate Athletic Association play and 2-8-0 overall.
Head coach Christian “C.J.” Johnson was smiling after
the game for the first time in a long while. When asked if he
was happy, Johnson said,, “Yeah, [but] we can do better.”
The Jacks will face Cal State Stanislaus and Chico State
this weekend. Both teams lead the CCAA conference. If
Johnson is right and the team can play a better game than
what they did against Monterey Bay, the Jacks will win both
games.

Nick Swain may be contacted at thejack@
humboldt.edu

;
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LEFT: Wide reciever Patrick Gondkoff sidesteps a Central Washington defensive player durring Saturdays game in Redwood Bowl. RIGHT:A jacks player goes for a catch as fog rolls
into Redwood Bowl durring Saturdays game against Centeral Washington. <> Preston Drake-Hillyard

Kristina Naderi
Jacks supporters held their collective breath. Junior place kicker Brian Blumberg wound up
his leg to try and make a field goal kick at the 18-yard mark. Fans who had sat out in the cold
mist for over two hours got to their feet as Blumberg made strong contact with the ball. With a
little more than a minute left in the game, fans watched the ball fly through the sky. As it soared
through the air, the crowd cheered louder and louder until fans made a deafening cry of pure,
unfiltered joy as the ball flew through the uprights. Referees called the kick good. The fans
called it amazing. The score now read HSU, 25, Central Washington, 24.
It would stay that way until the end of the game.
With the win over the Wildcats, the first win over Central Washington in 13 years, the Jacks
take the lead in the Great Northwest Atlantic Conference.
Blumberg reveled in the joy that everyone felt that night. ““You just had to take the point. I
mean this is huge. Epic,” said Blumberg.
Players and fans charged the field, cheering like crazy, once the clock hit zero. Disbelief and
glee were the general themes among the players.
Sophomore running back Daniel Wyatt’s sweat streaked face said it all. His eyes watched
his teammates get embraced by friends and loved ones. The wide smile plastered on his face
did not falter an inch. “I still can’t believe it to be honest. This is amazing.” Wyatt helped put
numbers on the board when he rushed 13 yards in the fourth quarter and scored a touchdown
minutes before Blumberg’s kick.
The game was close. Each team had a strong offense and an equally strong defense. Neither
the Jacks or the Wildcats managed to put up any points in the first quarter.
The Jacks scored the first touchdown of the game after 11 plays. Junior wide receiver Dirk
Dallas ran it in after he received the clean pass from junior quarterback Mike Proulx.
Barely a minute after the sidelines burst into celebration about the touchdown, fans quieted
when Central responded with its own touchdown in only three plays. Wildcats’ punter Sean
Davis made a good kick to make the score 6-7. The gap got wider between the two teams when
Davis showed his good foot work again and kicked in a field goal from the 23-yard mark.
The Jacks ended the second quarter on a good note with a touchdown by junior running
back Lyndon Rowells, which put the Jacks in the lead at the half.
The Wildcats stripped the Jacks of the lead at the end of the third after passionate offensive

and defensive plays from both sides. The Jacks tried to dictate the tone of the quarter with maneuvers like Jacks’ junior defensive back Elzie Gatson’s interception of Robertson’s pass less
than a minute into the quarter. It was not enough to save the quarter.
Once Central went back onto offense, the team made its way down the field steadily until
senior linebacker Adam Bighill scored a touchdown. Groans filled the stands as the score now
read Jacks, 13, Central Washington, 17. No other points were scored for the rest of the quarter
until the last 52 seconds when Blumberg made a 30-yard field goal, closing the gap to Jacks,
16, Central Washington, 17.

Defensive line specialist Richard Sweeney rallied players on the field from the sideline.
“Game is not over! You got time boys. You got time.”
It all came down to the fourth quarter. Tensions rose to staggering heights. Spectators in the
stands were on the edges of their seats. An eruption of disappointment came 11 minutes into the
quarter when punter Tim McMullen, who was backed up into Jacks territory, tried to punt the
ball downfield, only to be tackled and have the ball scooped up by the Wildcats’ Bighill, who
took it in for a touchdown.
Coach Rob Smith described the feeling in Redwood Bowl as if “all the air left the stadium.”
McMullen said of the play, “It just happened so fast. We had to make the best of what just
happened.”
The Jacks rallied harder than ever. The Jacks pushed back harder against Central with the
touchdown that Wyatt scored with seven minutes left in the game. The Jacks attempted a twopoint conversion, and although fans cheered on that it was good, officials said otherwise, and
the conversion did not count.
From that point on, it seemed like time sped up until the clock hit one minute and 13 seconds, right betore Blumberg went in for his game-winning kick.
“Not making the kick was not an option. We needed the points, so I needed to make the
kick,” said Blumberg.
As the referees held their arms up and called the kick good, the stands erupted into mayhem. As the players on the sidelines jumped up and down with smiles on all of their faces, it

See FOOTBALL,

page 20
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FOOTBALL

continued

felt as though the Earth shook. The
Jacks made sure the score remained
the same with a strong defense as
Central went on offense and closed
the game with an elegant finish.
Jacks’ supporters helped count down
the final 10 seconds.
As everyone yelled “zero” at
the top of their lungs, helmets, ice,
* and jerseys went into the air. Players
jumped on coach Smith in a giant
group hug, howling in delight at
what they accomplished.
Coming off this emotional win,
the Jacks will focus on the next opponent: Azusa Pacific.
Coach Smith said, “You need to
take every game as its own indepen-

from

PAGE
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dent thing. If we [let up] at all, we'll
get beat. [Azusa], as a team, have
improved a lot, and we have to be
prepared for that.”
Among the players, there is general agreement on what they need to
bring to the next game.
Blumberberg said, “Consistency.
We need to play every game the
same way we played this one.”
McMullen said, ““We’re the best
in [GNAC] right now, we need to
hold onto that.”

Kristina Naderi may be

contacted at thejack@

humboldt.edu
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continued

from

headed out of bounds. An Otters
player kicked the ball, and Haden
blocked the Otters player from
retrieving the ball.
Dapello tripped Haden when
the ball rolled out of bounds,
which
caused
Haden
to fall
on his arm. As he lay injured,
Dapello received a yellow card.
The Jacks were consistent
against the Otters. Sophomore
midfielder Lyle Menk managed
several accurate volleyed passes throughout the match. It was
common to see Menk step to the
side of an oncoming ball, swing
his leg high, and guide the ball
with the inside of his foot. A vol-

PAGE
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ley is when a player strikes the
ball out of the air with his foot.
This keeps control over the ball,
as it settles the ball back to the
ground.
The Jacks held an advantage
for most of the match by keeping tight possession of the ball.
In the last 15 minutes of play, the
team focused on running out the
clock trying to maintain the twopoint lead they still held.
Jacks defenders exchanged
the ball between each other.
Otters players chased after the
ball as Jacks defenders looked
for openings. The Jacks sent the
ball forward when they felt com-

fortable, and were quick to retrieve possession when Monterey
players had the ball.
Head
coach
Christian
Johnson said, “Anticipation of
the play resulted in a lot of takeaways [and] a lot of tackles.”
The win brings the Jacks’
California
Collegiate
Athletic
Association record to 2-5-1 and
2-6-2 overall. Junior forward
Brian

Holmes

said,

“This

win

helps us get a lot of stress off
our backs, and we can relax and
play.”
Nick Swain ma

at thejack

be contacted
humboldt.edu
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Arcata Dental Office
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Root Canal Treatment
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Unscramble the letters to form a word
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Unscramble the circled Letters to solve the riddle!

Why did the accountant enjoy the wildlife museum?
It was

‘

La Dolce Trivia

a

Answer questions correctly to

NORTHTOWN

win a $10 gift certificate from
La Dolce Video!

957

H Street

Arcata,

By Grant Scott-Goforth

BOOKS

CA

95521

822-2834
Special Orders Welcome
At No Extra Charge

“Recently Passed”
|. This Academy Award-nominated actor’s daughter has also enjoyed movie fame, starting with her role in
1978's “Halloween.”

2. Academy Award-nominated actor Kevin McCarthy is most famous for his role in what 1956 science
fiction film that is considered a covert indictment of McCarthyism?

Six Rivers Planned Parenthood Outreach

at Humboldt State University

3. Quentin Tarantino described this Academy Award nominee as his “only, truly genuine collaborator.”
4.“Bonnie and Clyde,” directed by Arthur Penn, popularized what Lester Flatt & Earl Scruggs song?

Tuesdays: 12:30pm - 3:30pm Student Health
Center

5. This actress was the oldest person to be nominated for an Academy Award (in 1998).

Thursdays: 5:00pm - 7:00pm in the
“J” Mezzanine Level, Agate Rooms A&B

Submit your answers to lumberjacktrivia@gmail.com by Sunday at midnight.
Include your real name, phone number and email address.

A winner will be selected at random from all entries submitted on time with all questions answered correctly.
Winner will receive a $10 gift certificate to La Dolce Video, located at 1540 G St.,Arcata
active account necessary to rent films.

Solution to last week’s scramble:
PLANET, GALAXY, ECLIPSE,

ASTEROID

Why did the boy look at the moon when the
picture was fuzzy: to check the SATELLITE

° Chlamydia Testing [Urine Test]

© HIV testing [Finger poke, resuits in 10 minutes]
© Condoms, lube, spermicide and other supplies
© Oral contraceptives [The Pill]
© Depo-Provera [The Shot]
© Ortho-Evra [The Patch]

Solution to last week’s trivia:
|.The banjo 2. Bonnie and Clyde 3.

© Nuva Ring

Steve Martin 4. Doc Watson 5.The

° Pregnancy testing & options information

Soggy Bottom Boys

© Emergency Contraception [Plan B]

eee
a

Confidentia!
Men and Women

22 Calendar
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Latino Community

7:30 pm

texting

Reception

Arcata Theater

text ‘casa’ to 20222 to

5:00 pm

Lounge

donate $10 to CASA of
Humboldt

Kate Buchannan
Room
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Sea Wolf
700 pm

Ocean Night Film
Screening

The Depot

7pm
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Jambalaya

Thursday

HISTREET7 882.4740) 7 jambolajaarcabdcom

SAA

Dub

Arcata Theater
Lounge

LG
PIS

Northtown
10 pm
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Non-smoking, hotel] on site!)
Junior & Deluxe Suites * 24/7 Room Service
Free Wi-Fi * Pool & Spa ° in-Room Coffee

Second Anual
String Thing

Old Town Bar
& Grill 30 Year

Vintage Soui
9pm

7 pm

Reunion

Cher-Ae-Heights

Arcata Theater

8 pm

Casino

Lounge

Humboldt

Brews
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On Demand Movies ¢ Valet Parking

Pe

Gas Station
& Grocery Store on site
Free live music on weekends ° MNF on big screen

yada
fe

The Blakes
With Strix Vega
10 pm
Jambalaya

Tempest
9pm
Blue Lake Casino

Hillstomp
10 pm
The Depot

Deep Groove
Society Sundaze
10 pm
Jambalaya

Open Mic Night
7pm
Mosgo’s, Arcata

Serenity
Film Screening
6 pm
Arcata Theater

Saturday
Proceeds benefit the

Blue Lake Educational Foundation
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Esparanza Spalding

Dj Rotten

8 pm

ROCK-STEADY

Kate Buchannan
Room

10 pm
Jambalaya

Poets on the Plaza

7:30
Plaza View Room
8th and H streets
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Bruce Katz Band
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BLUE LAKE

pm

Jambalaya

—_Based on the Book Film | G-Money Karaoke
Series:

8
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Goldfinger

Cher-Ae-Heights

.

6:30 pm

Casino

¢

Humboldt County

Library

CLASSIFIEDS

OCTOBER 6, 2010
THEJACKONLINE.ORG

BOOKS
TIN CAN

MAILMAN

BUYS BOOKS, including
TEXTBOOKS for cash or
trade credit. Huge selection,
open daily. Corner of |0th
& H Arcata

MARK

Nursery/Garden Center * Shop/Power Equipment ‘
Landscape Contractors

WHEETLEY

Ro
data

RENTALS

ARCATA
CITy
COUNCIL

ROGERSRENTALS.
COM
Studio for Rent in Glendale
toward Blue Lake Rent
$600 Includes utilities.

RogerRentals.com

PROPERTY
TRINIDAD: AFFORDABLE
| BEACH PROPERTY A STUDENT
| eso.
50 0 Ba, 1997
|
|

|

Terry Trailer, 12 x
pop outs)
with deck, partially furnished,
located in the Midway Park (many
amenities). Beach an state park

within walking distance too. Pd.
$21,500.00 just one year ago,
made improvements and are

selling for $14,900.00 OBO. Due
to —
emergency we must sell
uickly, so our loss,
°yo ur gain.
rice more negotiable if cash
offer. Seller will carry with $6,000
“down, balance at 5% int. Park rent
includes utilities / cable at approx.
$375. mo. - so total reiting

including loan pymt. = so
$600.00
per month. Tell your
|
parents...why hid first, last and
deposit and then
high rent just to
go to school? Why not own and
ay less! Nice, neat, clean, rea
ll today to see: |-888-444-44 |
or 530-949-8559.

www.markwheetley.com
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Thousands

Overseas for 2011!

aeCoun

t: to scale

Seniors: Apply
Online Now

101 plans down

from 8 lanes to 4 lanes
* Helped create Arcata Marsh
and Wildlife Sanctuary
* Fought the State so Arcata

could develop its world-class
green sewage

plant

* Worked to establish Arcata
(A&MRTS)

Bus system

* Helped forge the Arcata
Economic Development
Corporation for home and
small business loans

Council member 1972-1978
: Braise sce wei

“ Launch Your Career

* Ensure safe and well
kept public streets,
parks, and trails.

Overseas!

* Establish more partnerships with HSU for new

All Majors. 77 Countries.

innovative research and
pilot projects

Combine

* Create affordable
housing, practical for
students
* Encourage energy

COLLEGE STUDENT!

conservation

Alex now...even wiser!
P.O.

Box

with Grad
!

School!

through

:

Apply Online.

community education

Get a“B” (or higher grade)
in every course! College
professor reveals amazing

of Jobs

Wwww.peacecorps.gov

Paid Political Advertisement, Friends of Alex Stillman
1194 Arcata CA 95518, 476-0674 James A Hunter, treasurer

800.424. RE

techniques, guaranteed

Lxresotea.

to work! For instant details,

LODGING

email: j@podlife.org_|
ACROSS

FROM

STANTON’S

RESTAURANT

CA$H

Stay

NET Onan

Walk to

10%

Campus and

Discount for
HSU Families

SERS,

EY

Net NR

EY

the Plaza

FAST!

EASY!

PERSONAL &
TAX REFUND

CHECKS

OK!

All other types too!
No

BANK

In-Town Studios,

Network
Owned by
HSU Alumni

1,2,3,4 Bedroom
Lodging Options

LINES!

*New coin service:

Bring in your change for dollars!

Open
Monday-Saturday °10-6
1102 5th Street
Eureka * 445.9022

eae S FINEST OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS
FAVORED BY STUDENTS’ FAMILIES AND CAMPUS VISITORS
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PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS
TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS

HUMBOLDT BREWS
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Sun-Thurs: noon - 11pm
Fri-Sat: noon - lam

COFFEEHOUSE
OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS
CORNER 5TH & J. ARCATA
822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

